
I’m at that age were I didn’t really grow up 
with vine, or ever have it on my phone, but I’ve 
watched enough “vines that cure my depres-
sion”  to feel like I did. Either way I’m a big fan 
of memes. I think they’re extremely entertaining 
and a great way to ignore the crippling anxiety 
of school projects and deadlines. I also think 
memes are tools designed for expressing the 
prevalent anti-corporate anti-authoritarian 
ideology of the youngest generations. There 
is an observable divide in the base beliefs of 
Gen Z/Millennial kids and the Baby Boomer 
up generations. We grew up in a society that 
shunned our identities, failed us politically, and 
tried to pass off a system designed to keep 
us in our place as “broken”.  Well Memes are 
here to actually break the system. We’ve all 
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seen the corporate built memes made by a 
bunch of 50 year old, white, men who think 
they can make Dank Memes alongside the true 
Meme lords of our generation. Those memes 
suck. Like objectively are shit. The only reason 
those memes get popular is because the kids 
are making a meme out of them. Corporations 
need to understand, we aren’t laughing with 
them we’re laughing at them. 
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Check out blackpower-
bottomtext, sssscavvvv, 
and unionizedmemes 
on instagram for the 

dankest memes
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